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Abstract
Torsions, curvatures, structure equations and Bianchi identities for
locally anisotropic superspaces (containing as particular cases different
supersymmetric extensions and prolongations of Riemann, Finsler, La-
grange and Kaluza–Klein spaces) are investigated.
1 Introduction
Locally anisotropic superspaces are modeled as vector superbundles (vs–bund-
les) provided with compatible nonlinear and distinguished connections (in brief,
N– and d–connections) and metric structures [28]. Higher order anisotropies are
introduced on higher order tangent superbundles or on corresponding general-
izations of vs–bundles called distinguished vector superbundles bundles, dvs–
bundles (see for details the first companion of this work[29]). The aim of the
current paper is to continue our investigations of basic geometric structures
on higher dimension superspaces with generic local anisotropy and to explore
possible applications in theoretical and mathematical physics [27, 30, 28]. In
order to compute torsions, curvatures in dvs–bundles as well to define com-
ponents of Bianchi identities and Cartan structure equations we shall propose
a supersymmetric variant of the differential geometric technique developed in
[19, 20, 21].
Section 2 contains the basic definitions on nonlinear connection structures
in locally anisotropic superspaces after [29]. The properties of fundamental
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distinguished geometric objects such as d–tensors and d–connections and dis-
tinguished torsions and curvatures are correspondingly considered in sections
3 and 4. Bianchi and Ricci identities as well Cartan structure equations are
analyzed in sections 5 and 6. The problem of compatibility of N–connection,
d–connection and metric structures is studied in section 7. Section 8 is devoted
to the geometry of higher order tangent superbundles. In section 9 we present
some possible variants of supersymmetric extensions of Finsler spaces. Higher
order prolongations of Finsler and Lagrange superspaces as well higher order
Lagrange superspaces are described in section 10. Finally, in section 11, we
draw some conclusions and discussion.
2 Locally Anisotropic Superspaces: Basic De-
finitions
Let introduce the necessary definitions and denotations on dvs–bundles [29, 28]
(on supermanifolds and superbundles see, for instance, [32, 24, 8]):
Locally a supermanifold (superspace, s–space) M˜ has some commuting x̂i
(indices i, j, ... run from 1 to n, where n is the even dimension of s–space)
and anticommuting coordinates θ̂i(indices î, ĵ, ... = 1, 2, ..., l, where l is the odd
dimension of s–space). We shall use coordinates xI provided with general indices
I, J, ... of type I = (i, î), J = (j, ĵ), ... By Ê we denote a vector superspace (vs–
space) of dimension (m, l) . With respect to a chosen frame we parametrize an
element y ∈ Ê as y = (ŷ, ζ) = {yA =
(
ŷa, ζ â
)
}, where a = 1, 2, ..., m and
â = 1, 2, ..., l. Indices of type A = (a, â), B = (b, b̂), ... will parametrize objects
on vs–spaces.
A distinguished vector superbundle (dvs–bundle)
E˜<z> = (E˜<z>, pi<d>,F<d>, M˜), with surjective projection pi<z> : E˜<z> →
M˜, where M˜ and E˜<z> are respectively base and total s–spaces and the dv–
space F<z> is the standard fibre, can be defined [29] in a usual manner (see
[8, 11, 5, 31], on vector superbundles, and [15, 20, 19] on vector bundles).
The typical fibre F<z> is a distinguished vector superspace (dvs–space) of
dimension (m, l) constructed as an oriented direct sum F<z> = F(1) ⊕ F(2) ⊕
...⊕ F(z) of vs–spaces F(p), dimF(p) = (m(p), l(p)), where (p) = (1), (2), ..., (z),∑p=z
p=1m(p) = m,
∑p=z
p=1 l(p) = l.
Coordinates on F<p> are denoted as
y<p> = (y(1), y(2), ..., y(p)) = (yˆ(1), ζ(1), yˆ(2), ζ(2), ..., yˆ(p), ζ(p)) =
{y<A> = (yˆ<a>, ζ<aˆ>) = (yˆ<a>, y<aˆ>)},
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where bracketed indices are correspondingly split on F(p)–components:
< A >=
(
A(1), A(2), ..., A(p)
)
, < a >= (a(1), a(2), ..., a(p))
and < â >= (â(1)â(2), ..., â(p)),
We shall also write indices in a more simplified form, < A >= (A1, A2, ..., Ap) ,
< a >= (a1, a2, ..., ap) and < â >= (â1, â2, ..., âp) if this will give not rise to
ambiguities.
A dvs–bundle E˜<z> can be considered as an oriented set of vs–bundles pi<p> :
E˜<p> → E˜<p−1> (with typical fibers F<p>, p = 1, 2, ..., z); E˜<0> = M˜. The
index z (p) denotes the total (intermediate) numbers of consequent vs–bundle
coverings of M˜. Local coordinates on E˜<p> are parametrized in this manner:
u(p) = (x, y<p>) = (x, y(1), y(2), ..., y(p)) = (xˆ, θ, yˆ<p>, ζ<p>) =
(xˆ, θ, yˆ(1), ζ(1), yˆ(2), ζ(2), ..., yˆ(p), ζ(p)) = {u
<α> = (xI , y<A>) = (xˆi, θiˆ, yˆ<a>, ζ<aˆ>)
= (xˆi, xiˆ, yˆ<a>, y<aˆ>)} = (xI , yA1, yA2, ..., yAp) = ...
The coordinate transforms on dvs–bundles
{u<α> = (xI , y<A>)} → {u<α
′> = (xI
′
= xI
′
(xI), y<A
′> = K<A
′>
<A> y
<A>)} are
given by recurrent maps:
xI
′
= xI
′
(xI), srank(
∂xI
′
∂xI
) = (n, k), (1)
y
A′1
(1) = K
A′1
A1
(x)yA1(1), ..., y
A′p
(p) = K
A′p
Ap
(u(p−1))y
Ap
(p), ..., y
A′z
(z) = K
A′z
Az
(u(z−1))y
Az
(z),
where K
A′p
Ap
(u(p−1))∈G(m(p), l(p),Λ),Λ is the Grassman algebra (provided with
both structures of a Banach algebra and Euclidean topological space) used for
construction of our superspaces. A nonlinear connection (N–connection) in a
dvs–bundle E˜<z> can be introduced [29] as a regular supersymmetric distribu-
tion N
(
E˜<z>
)
(horizontal distribution being supplementary to the vertical s-
distribution V
(
E˜<z>
)
) determined by mapsN : u ∈ E˜<z> → N(u) ⊂ Tu
(
E˜<z>
)
for which one holds the Whitney sum:
T
(
E˜<z>
)
= N
(
E˜<z>
)
⊕ V
(
E˜<z>
)
. (2)
Locally a N–connection in E˜<z> is given by its coefficients
NA1(01)I (u), (N
A2
(02)I(u), N
A2
(12)A1
(u)), ..., (N
Ap
(0p)I(u), N
Ap
(1p)A1
(u), ...N
Ap
(p−1p)Ap−1
(u)), ...,
(NAz(0z)I(u), N
Az
(1z)A1
(u), ..., NAz(pz)Ap(u), ..., N
Az
(z−1z)Az−1
(u)).
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If a N–connection structure is defined we must extend the operation of par-
tial derivation in this manner:
δ•=N̂(u)× ∂•, (3)
where column matrices
δ•=δ<α> =

δI
δA1
δA2
...
δAz
 =

δ
∂xI
δ
∂y
A1
(1)
δ
∂y
A2
(2)
...
δ
∂y
Az
(z)

and ∂•=∂<α> =

∂I
∂A1
∂A2
...
∂Az
 =

∂
∂xI
∂
∂y
A1
(1)
∂
∂y
A2
(2)
...
∂
∂y
Az
(z)

defines respectively a locally adapted basis (frame) and a usual coordinate frame
and matrix
N̂=

1 −NA1I −N
A2
I ... −N
Az
I
0 1 −NA2A1 ... −N
Az
A1
0 0 1 ... −NAzA2
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... 1

is constructed by using components of N–connection.
The dual to (3) bases are denoted correspondingly as
δ• = d• ×M(u), (4)
where
δ• =
(
δxI δyA1 δyA2 ... δyAz
)
, d• =
(
dxI dyA1 δyA2 ... δyAz
)
and matrix
M =

1 MA1(1)I M
A2
(2)I ... M
Az
(z)I
0 1 MA2(2)A1 ... M
Az
(z)A1
0 0 1 ... MAz(z)A2
... ... ... ... ...
0 0 0 ... 1
 ,
defining the dual components of the N–connection, is s–inverse to matrix N
from (3).
With respect to coordinate changes (1) the la-base (3) transforms as
δ
∂xI
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
δ
∂xI′
,
δ
∂y
Ap
(p)
= K
A′p
Ap
δ
∂y
A′p
(p)
, ∀p = 1, 2, ..., z, (5)
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where KI
′
I =
∂xI
′
∂xI
.
We obtain a supersymmetric generalization of the Miron–Atanasiu [21] os-
culator bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
if the fiber space is taken to be a direct sum
of z vector s-spaces of the same dimension dimF = dim M˜, i.e. F<d> =
F ⊕ F ⊕ ... ⊕ F . For z = 1 the Osc1M˜ is the tangent s-bundle TM˜. We also
note that for the osculator s-bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
can be defined an additional
s–tangent structure J : Ξ
(
OsczM˜
)
→ Ξ
(
OsczM˜
)
defined as
δ
∂yI(1)
= J
(
δ
∂xI
)
, ...,
δ
∂yI(z−1)
= J
 δ
∂yI(z−2)
 , ∂
∂yI(z)
= J
 δ
∂yI(z−1)
 . (6)
In order to simplify considerations in this work we shall consider only locally
trivial vector bundles.
3 Distinguished Tensors and Connections in DVS–
Bundles
By using adapted bases (3) and (4) one introduces the algebra DT (E˜<z>) of
distinguished tensor s-fields (ds-fields, ds-tensors, ds-objects) on E˜<z>, T =
T pp1p2....pzqq1q2...qz , which is equivalent to the tensor algebra of vs-bundle pihv1v2...vz :
H E˜<z>⊕V1E˜
<z>⊕V2E˜
<z>⊕ ...⊕VsE˜
<z>→E˜<z>. An element Q∈ T pp1p2....pzqq1q2...qz , , ds-
field of type
(
p p1 p2 ... pz
q q1 q2 ... qz
)
, can be written in local form as
Q = Q
I1...IpA1...Ap1E1...Ep2 ...D1....Dps
J1...JqB1...Bq1C1...Cq2 ...F1...Fqs
(u)δI1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δIp ⊗ d
J1 ⊗ . . .⊗ dJq⊗
δA1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δAp1 ⊗ δ
B1δB1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δBq1 ⊗ δE1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δEp2 ⊗ δ
C1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δCq2 ⊗ ...
⊗δD1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δDpz ⊗ δ
F1 ⊗ . . .⊗ δFqz . (7)
In addition to ds-tensors we can introduce ds-objects with various s-group
and coordinate transforms adapted to a global splitting (2).
A linear distinguished connection, d- connection, in dvs-bundle E˜<z> is a
linear connection D on E˜<z> which preserves by parallelism the horizontal and
vertical distributions in E˜<z>.
By a linear connection of a s-manifold we understand a linear connection in
its tangent bundle.
Let denote by Ξ(M˜) and Ξ(E˜<p>), respectively, the modules of vector fields
on s-manifold M˜ and dvs-bundle E˜<p> and by F(M˜) and F(E˜
<p>
), respectively,
the s-modules of functions on M˜ and on E˜<p>.
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It is clear that for a given global splitting into horizontal and verticals s-
subbundles (2) we can associate operators of horizontal and vertical covariant
derivations (h- and v-derivations, denoted respectively as D(h) and D(v1v2...vz))
with properties:
DXY = (XD)Y = DhXY +Dv1XY +Dv2XY + ...+DvzXY,
where
D
(h)
X Y = DhXY, D
(h)
X f = (hX)f
and
D
(vp)
X Y = DvpXY, D
(vp)
X f = (vpX)f, (p = 1, ..., z)
for every f ∈ F(M˜) with decomposition of vectors X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>) into
horizontal and vertical parts, X = hX + v1X + .... + vzX and Y =
hY + v1Y + ...+ vzY.
The local coefficients of a d- connection D in E˜<z> with respect to the
local adapted frame (3) separate into corresponding distinguished groups. We
introduce horizontal local coefficients
(LIJK , L
<A>
<B>K) = (L
I
JK(u), L
A1
B1K
(u), LA2B2K(u), ..., L
Az
BzK
(u)) of D(h) such that
D
(h)
( δ
δxK
)
δ
δxJ
= LIJK(u)
δ
δxI
, D
(h)
( δ
δxK
)
δ
δy
Bp
(p)
= L
Ap
BpK
(u)
δ
δy
Ap
(p)
, (p = 1, ..., z),
D
(h)
( δ
δxk
)
q =
δq
δxK
,
and p–vertical local coefficients
(CIJ<C>, C
<A>
<B><C>) = (C
I
JCp
(u), CA1B1Cp(u), C
A2
B2Cp
(u), ..., CAzBzCp(u)) (p = 1, ..., z)
such that
D
(vp)
( δ
δy
Cp
)
δ
δxJ
= CIJCp(u)
δ
δxI
, D
(vp)
( δ
δy
Cp
)
δ
δy
Bf
(f)
= C
Af
BfCp
δ
δy
Af
(f)
, D
(vp)
( δ
δy
Cp
)
q =
δq
∂yCp
,
where q ∈ F(E˜<z>), f = 1, ..., z.
The covariant ds-derivation along vectorX = XI δ
∂xI
+Y A1 δ
∂yA1
+...+Y Az ∂
∂yAz
of a ds-tensor field Q, for instance, of type
(
p pr
q qr
)
, 1 ≤ r ≤ z, see (7),
can be written as
DXQ = D
(h)
X Q+D
(v1)
X Q+ ... +D
(vz)
X Q,
where h-covariant derivative is defined as
D
(h)
X Q = X
KQIArJBr |KδI⊗δAr⊗d
J⊗δBr ,
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with components
QIArJBr |K =
δQIArJBr
∂xK
+ LIHKQ
HAr
JBR
+ LArCiKQ
ICr
JBi
− LHJKQ
IAr
HBr
− LCrBrKQ
IAr
JCr
,
and vp-covariant derivatives defined as
D
(vp)
X Q = X
CpQIArJBr⊥CpδI⊗δAr⊗δ
I⊗δBr ,
with components
QIArJBr⊥Cp =
δQIArJBR
∂yCp
+ CIHCpQ
HAr
JBR
+ CArFrCpQ
IFr
JBR
− CHJCpQ
IAr
HFR
− CFrBrCpQ
IAr
JFR
..
The above presented formulas show that DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...)
are the local coefficients of the d-connection D with respect to the local frame
( δ
δxI
, δ
∂y<A>
). If a change (1) of local coordinates on E˜<z> is performed we have
the following transformation laws of the local coefficients of a d-connection:
LI
′
J ′M ′ =
∂xI
′
∂xI
∂xJ
∂xJ ′
∂xM
∂xM ′
LI JM +
∂xI
′
∂xM
∂2xM
∂xJ ′∂xM ′
, (8)
L
A′
f
(f)B′
f
M ′ = K
A′
f
Af
K
Bf
B′
f
∂xM
∂xM ′
L
Af
(f)BfM
+K
A′
f
Cf
∂K
Cf
B′
f
∂xM ′
,
................
CI
′
(p)J ′C′p
=
∂xI
′
∂xI
∂xJ
∂xJ ′
K
C′p
Cp
CI(p)JCp , ..., C
A′
f
B′
f
C′p
= K
A′
f
Af
K
Bf
B′
f
K
Cp
C′p
C
Af
BfCp
, ....
As in the usual case of tensor calculus on locally isotropic spaces the transfor-
mation laws (8) for d-connections differ from those for ds-tensors, which are
written (for instance, we consider transformation laws for ds-tensor (7)) as
Q
I′1...I
′
pA
′
1...A
′
p1
E′1...E
′
p2
...D′1....D
′
ps
J ′1...J ′qB′1...B′q1
C′1...C
′
q2
...F ′1...F
′
qs
=
∂xI
′
1
∂xI1
∂xJ1
∂xJ
′
1
. . .K
A′1
A1
KB1B′1
. . .K
D′ps
Dps
K
Fps
F ′ps
Q
I1...IpA1...Ap1E1...Ep2 ...D1....Dps
J1...JqB1...Bq1C1...Cq2 ...F1...Fqs
.
To obtain local formulas on usual higher order anisotropic spaces we have
to restrict us with even components of geometric objects by changing, formally,
capital indices (I, J,K, ...) into (i, j, k, a, ..) and s-derivation and s-commutation
rules into those for real number fields on usual manifolds. We shall consider var-
ious applications in the theoretical and mathematical physics of the differential
geometry of distinguished vector bundles in our further works.
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4 Torsions and Curvatures of D–Connections
Let E˜<z> be a dvs–bundle endowed with N-connection and d-connection struc-
tures. The torsion of a d-connection is introduced as
T (X, Y ) = [X,DY } − [X, Y }, X, Y⊂Ξ(M˜).
where [...} is the s–commutator. One holds the following invariant decomposi-
tion (by using h– and v–projections associated to N):
T (X, Y ) = T (hX, hY ) + T (hX, v1Y ) + T (v1X, hX) + T (v1X, v1Y ) + ...
+T (vp−1X, vp−1Y ) + T (vp−1X, vpY ) + T (vpX, vp−1X) + T (vpX, vpY ) + ...
+T (vz−1X, vz−1Y ) + T (vz−1X, vzY ) + T (vzX, vz−1X) + T (vzX, vzY ).
Taking into account the skewsupersymmetry of T and the equations
h[vpX, vpY } = 0, ..., vf [vpX, vpY } = 0, f 6= p,
we can verify that the torsion of a d-connection is completely determined by
the following ds-tensor fields:
hT (hX, hY ) = [X(D(h)h)Y } − h[hX, hY }, ...,
vpT (hX, hY ) = −vp[hX, hY }, ...,
hT (hX, vpY ) = −D
(vp)
Y hX − h[hX, vpY }, ...,
vpT (hX, vpY ) = D
(h)
X vpY − vp[hX, vpY }, ...,
vfT (vfX, vfY ) = [X(D
(vf )vf)Y } − vf [vfX, vfY }, ...,
vpT (vfX, vfY ) = −vp[vfX, vfY }, ...,
vfT (vfX, vpY ) = −D
(vp)
Y vfX − vf [vfX, vpY }, ...,
vpT (vfX, vpY ) = D
(vf )
X vpY − vp[vfX, vpY }, ..., f < p,
vz−1T (vz−1X, vx−1Y ) = [X(D
(vz−1)vz−1)Y } − vz−1[vz−1X, vz−1Y }, ...,
vzT (vz−1X, vz−1Y ) = −vz [vz−1X, vz−1Y },
vz−1T (vz−1X, vzY ) = −D
(vz)
Y vz−1X − vz−1[vz−1X, vzY }, ...,
vzT (vz−1X, vzY ) = D
(vz−1)
X vzY − vz[vz−1X, vzY }.
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where X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). In order to get the local form of the ds-tensor fields
which determine the torsion of d-connection DΓ (the torsions of DΓ) we use
equations
[
δ
∂xJ
,
δ
∂xK
} = R<A>JK
δ
∂y<A>
, [
δ
∂xJ
,
δ
∂y<B>
} =
δN<A>J
∂y<B>
δ
∂y<A>
,
where
R<A>JK =
δN<A>J
∂xK
− (−)|KJ|
δN<A>K
∂xJ
,
(−)|K||J | = (−)|KJ| = (−1)|KJ|,
|K| = 0(1) for even (odd) components, and introduce notations
hT (
δ
δxK
,
δ
δxJ
) = T IJK
δ
δxI
, v1T (
δ
δxK
,
δ
δxJ
) = T˜A1KJ
δ
∂yA1
, (9)
hT (
δ
∂y<A>
,
δ
∂xJ
) = P˜ IJ<A>
δ
δxI
, ..., vpT (
δ
∂yBp
,
δ
δxJ
) = P<A>JBp
δ
∂y<A>
, ...,
vpT (
δ
∂yCp
,
δ
∂yBf
) = S<A>BfCp
δ
∂y<A>
.
Now we can compute the local components of the torsions, introduced in
(9), with respect to a la-frame of a d-connection
DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...) :
T IJK = L
I
JK − (−)
|JK|LIKJ , T
<A>
JK = R
<A>
JK , (10)
P IJ<B> = C
I
J<B>, P
<A>
J<B> =
δN<A>J
∂y<B>
− L<A><B>J ,
S<A><B><C> = C
<A>
<B><C> − (−)
|<B><C>|C<A><C><B>.
The even and odd components of torsions (10) can be specified in explicit form
by using decompositions of indices into even and odd parts (I = (i, iˆ), J =
(j, jˆ), ..), for instance,
T ijk = L
i
jk − L
i
kj, T
i
jkˆ = L
i
jkˆ + L
i
kˆj,
T iˆjk = L
iˆ
jk − L
iˆ
kj, . . .,
and so on (see [19, 20] and [30, 27] explicit formulas on torsions on a la-space
M , one omits ”tilde” for usual manifolds and bundles).
Another important characteristic of a d-connection DΓ is its curvature:
R(X, Y )Z = D[XDY } −D[X,Y }Z,
9
where X, Y, Z ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). From the properties of h- and v-projections it follows
that
vpR(X, Y )hZ = 0, ..., hR(X, Y )vpZ = 0, vfR(X, Y )vpZ = 0, f 6= p, (11)
and
R(X, Y )Z = hR(X, Y )hZ + v1R(X, Y )v1Z + ... + vzR(X, Y )vzZ,
where X, Y, Z ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). Taking into account properties (11) and the equa-
tions
R(X, Y ) = −(−)|XY |R(Y,X)
we prove that the curvature of a d-connection D in the total space of a vs-bundle
E˜<z> is completely determined by the following ds-tensor fields:
R(hX, hY )hZ = (D
(h)
[X D
(h)
Y } −D
(h)
[hX,hY } (12)
−D
(v1)
[hX,hY } − ...D
(vz−1)
[hX,hY } −D
(vz)
[hX,hY })hZ,
R(hX, hY )vpZ = (D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y } −D
(h)
[hX,hY }−
D
(v1)
[hX,hY })vpZ − ...−D
(vp−1)
[hX,hY })vpZ −D
(vp)
[hX,hY })vpZ,
R(vpX, hY )hZ = (D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y } −D
(h)
[vpX,hY }
−
D
(v1 )
[vpX,hY }
)hZ − ...−D
(vp−1 )
[vpX,hY }
−D
(vp)
[vpX,hY }
)hZ,
R(vfX, hY )vpZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(h)
Y } −D
(h)
[vfX,hY }
−
D
(v1)
[vfX,hY }
)v1Z − ...−D
(vp−1)
[vfX,hY }
)vp−1Z −D
(vp)
[vfX,hY }
)vpZ,
R(vfX, vpY )hZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(vp)
Y } −D
(v1)
[vfX,vpY }
)hZ − ...
−D
(vz−1)
[vfX,vpY }
−D
(vz)
[vfX,vpY }
)hZ,
R(vfX, vqY )vpZ = (D
(vf )
[X D
(vq)
Y } −D
(v1)
[vfX,vqY }
)v1Z − ...
−D
(vp−1)
[vfX,vqY }
)vp−1Z −D
(vp)
[vfX,vqY }
)vpZ,
where
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y } = D
(h)
X D
(h)
Y − (−)
|XY |D
(h)
Y D
(h)
X ,
D
(h)
[XD
(vp)
Y } = D
(h)
X D
(vp)
Y − (−)
|XvpY |D
(vp)
Y D
(h)
X ,
D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y } = D
(vp)
X D
(h)
Y − (−)
|vpXY |D
(h)
Y D
(vp)
X ,
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D
(vf )
[X D
(vp)
Y } = D
(vf )
X D
(vp)
Y − (−)
|vfXvpY |D
(vp)
Y D
(vf )
X .
The local components of the ds-tensor fields (12) are introduced as follows:
R(δK , δJ)δH = RH
I
JKδI , R(δK , δJ)δ<B> = R
.<A>
<B>.JKδ<A>, (13)
R(δ<C>, δK)δJ = P
I
JK<C>δI , R (δ<C>, δK) δ<B> = P
.<A>
<B>.K<C>δ<A>,
R(δ<C>, δ<B>)δJ = S
.I
J.<B><C>δI , R(δ<D>, δ<C>)δ<B> = S
.<A>
<B>.<C><D>δ<A>.
Putting the components of a d-connection DΓ = (L, ..., L(p), ..., C, ..., C(p), ...) in
(13), by a direct computation, we obtain these locally adapted components of
the curvature (curvatures):
RH
I
JK = δKL
I
HJ − (−)
|KJ |δJL
I
HK+
LMHJL
I
MK − (−)
|KJ |LMHKL
I
MJ + C
I
H<A>R
<A>
JK ,
R·<A><B>·JK = δKL
<A>
<B>J − (−)
|KJ |δJL
<A>
<B>K+
L<C><B>JL
<A>
<C>K − (−)
|KJ |L<C><B>K + C
<A>
<B><C>R
<C>
JK ,
P ·IJ ·K<A> = δ<A>L
I
JK − C
I
J<A>|K + C
I
J<B>P
<B>
K<A>, (14)
P<B>
<A>
K<C> = δ<C>L
<A>
<B>K−C
<A>
<B><C>|K+C
<A>
<B><D>P
<D>
K<C>,
S ·IJ ·<B><C> = δ<C>C
I
J<B> − (−)
|<B><C>|δ<B>C
I
J<C>+
C<H>J<B>C
I
<H><C> − (−)
|<B><C>|C<H>J<C>C
I
<H><B>,
S<B>
<A>
<C><D> = δ<D>C
<A>
<B><C> − (−)
|<C><D>|δ<C>C
<A>
<B><D>+
C<E><B><C>C
<A>
<E><D> − (−)
|<C><D>|C<E><B><D>C
<A>
<E><C>.
Even and odd components of curvatures (14) can be written out by splitting
indices into even and odd parts, for instance,
Rh
i
jk = δkL
i
hj − δjL
i
hk + L
m
hjL
i
mk − L
m
hkL
i
mj + C
i
h<a>R
<a>
jk,
Rh
i
jkˆ = δkˆL
i
hj + δjL
i
hkˆ + L
m
hjL
i
mkˆ + L
m
hkˆL
i
mj + C
i
h<a>R
<a>
jkˆ , . . ..
We omit explicit formulas for even–odd components because we shall not use
them in this work.
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5 Bianchi and Ricci Identities
The torsions and curvatures of every linear connection D on a vs-bundle E˜<z>
satisfy the following generalized Bianchi identities:∑
SC
[(DXT )(Y, Z)− R(X, Y )Z + T (T (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,
∑
SC
[(DXR)(U, Y, Z) +R(T (X, Y )Z)U ] = 0, (15)
where
∑
SC means the respective supersymmretric cyclic sum over X, Y, Z and
U. If D is a d-connection, then by using (11) and
vp(DXR)(U, Y, hZ) = 0, h(DXR(U, Y, vpZ) = 0, vf(DXR)(U, Y, vpZ) = 0,
the identities (15) become∑
SC
[h(DXT )(Y, Z)− hR(X, Y )Z + hT (hT (X, Y ), Z)+
hT (v1T (X, Y ), Z) + ... + hT (vzT (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,∑
SC
[vf (DXT )(Y, Z)− vfR(X, Y )Z+
vfT (hT (X, Y ), Z)+
∑
p≥f
vfT (vpT (X, Y ), Z)] = 0,
∑
SC
[h(DXR)(U, Y, Z) + hR(hT (X, Y ), Z)U+
hR(v1T (X, Y ), Z)U + ... + hR(vzT (X, Y ), Z)U ] = 0,∑
SC
[vf(DXR)(U, Y, Z) + vfR(hT (X, Y ), Z)U+∑
p≥f
vfR(vpT (X, Y ), Z)U ] = 0. (16)
In order to get the component form of these identities we insert correspond-
ingly in (16) these values of triples (X, Y, Z), (= (δJ , δK , δL), or
(δ<D>, δ<C>, δ<B>)), and put successively U = δH and U = δ<A>. Taking into
account (9),(10) and (12),(13) we obtain:∑
SC[L,K,J}
[T IJK|H + T
M
JKT
J
HM +R
<A>
JKC
I
H<A> − RJ
I
KH ] = 0,
∑
SC[L,K,J}
[R<A>JK|H + T
M
JKR
<A>
HM +R
<B>
JKP
<A>
H<B>] = 0,
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CIJ<B>|K − (−)
|JK|CIK<B>|J − T
I
JK|<B> + C
M
J<B>T
I
KM−
(−)|JK|CMK<B>T
I
JM + T
M
JKC
I
M<B> + P
<D>
J<B>C
I
K<D>
−(−)|KJ |P<D>K<B>C
I
J<D> + PJ
I
K<B> − (−)
|KJ |PK
I
J<B> = 0,
P<A>J<B>|K − (−)
|KJ |P<A>K<B>|J − R
<A>
JK⊥<B> + C
M
J<B>R
<A>
KM−
(−)|KJ |CMK<B>R
<A>
JM + T
M
JKP
<A>
M<B> + P
<D>
J<B>P
<A>
K<D>−
(−)|KJ |P<D>K<B>P
<A>
J<D> −R
<D>
JKS
<A>
B<D> +R
·<A>
<B>·JK = 0,
CIJ<B>⊥<C> − (−)
|<B><C>|CIJ<C>⊥<B> + C
M
J<C>C
I
M<B>−
(−)|<B><C>|CMJ<B>C
I
M<C> + S
<D>
<B><C>C
I
J<D> − S
·I
J ·<B><C> = 0,
P<A>J<B>⊥<C> − (−)
|<B><C>|P<A>J<C>⊥<B>+
S<A><B><C>|J + C
M
J<C>P
<A>
M<B>−
(−)|<B><C>|CMJ<B>P
<A>
M<C> + P
<D>
J<B>S
<A>
<C><D>−
(−)|<C><B>|P<D>J<C>S
<A>
<B><D> + S
<D>
<B><C>P
<A>
J<D>+
P<B>
<A>
J<C> − (−)
|<C><B>|P<C>
<A>
J<B> = 0,∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S<A><B><C>⊥<D>+
S<F><B><C>S
<A>
<D><F> − S<B>
<A>
<C><D>] = 0,∑
SC[H,J,L}
[RK
I
HJ |L − T
M
HJRK
I
LM − R
<A>
HJP
·I
K·L<A>] = 0,
∑
SC[H,J,L}
[R·<A><D>·HJ |L − T
M
HJR
·<A>
<D>·LM − R
<C>
HJP<D>
<A>
L<C>] = 0,
P ·IK·J<D>|L − (−)
|LJ |P ·IK·L<D>|J +RK
I
LJ⊥<D> + C
M
L<D>RK
I
JM−
(−)|LJ |CMJ<D>RK
I
LM − T
M
JLP
·I
K·M<D>+
P<A>L<D>P
·I
K·J<A> − (−)
|LJ |P<A>J<D>P
·I
K·L<A> − R
<A>
JLS
·I
K·<A><D> = 0,
P<C>
<A>
J<D>|L − (−)
|LJ |P<C>
<A>
L<D>|J +R
·<A>
<C>·LJ |<D>+
CML<D>R<C>
<A>
JM − (−)
|LJ |CMJ<D>R<C>
<A>
LM−
TMJLP<C>
<A>
M<D> + P
<F>
L<D>P<C>
<A>
J<F>−
(−)|LJ |P<F>J<D>P<C>
<A>
L<F> −R
<F>
JLS<C>
<A>
F<D> = 0,
P ·IK·J<D>⊥<C> − (−)
|<C><D>|
P ·IK·J<C>⊥<D> + SK
I
<D><C>|J+
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CMJ<D>P
·I
K·M<C> − (−)
|<C><D>|CMJ<C>P
·I
K·M<D>+
P<A>J<C>S
·I
K·<D><A> − (−)
|<C><D>|P<A>J<D>S
·I
K·<C><A>+
S<A><C><D>P
·I
K·J<A> = 0,
P<B>
<A>
J<D>⊥<C> − (−)
|<C><D>|P<B>
<A>
J<C>⊥<D> + S<B>
<A>
<C><D>|J+
CMJ<D>P<B>
<A>
M<C> − (−)
|<C><D>|CMJ<C>P<B>
<A>
M<D>+
P<F>J<C>S<B>
<A>
<D><F> − (−)
|<C><D>|P<F>J<D>S<B>
<A>
<C><F>+
S<F><C><D>P<B>
<A>
J<F> = 0,∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S .IK.<B><C>⊥<D> − S
<A>
.<B><C>S
.I
K.<D><A>] = 0,
∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
[S .<A><F>.<B><C>⊥<D> − S
<E>
.<B><C>S
.<A>
<F>.<E><A>] = 0,
where
∑
SC[<B>,<C>,<D>}
is the supersymmetric cyclic sum over indices < B >,
< C >,< D > .
As a consequence of a corresponding arrangement of (12) we obtain the Ricci
identities (for simplicity we establish them only for ds-vector fields, although
they may be written for every ds-tensor field):
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y }hZ = R(hX, hY )hZ +D
(h)
[hX,hY }hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[hX,hY }hZ, (17)
D
(vp)
[X D
(h)
Y }hZ = R(vpX, hY )hZ +D
(h)
[vpX,hY }
hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[vpX,hY }
hZ,
D
(vp)
[X D
(vP )
Y } = R(vpX, vpY )hZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[vpX,vpY }
hZ
and
D
(h)
[XD
(h)
Y }vpZ = R(hX, hY )vpZ +D
(h)
[hX,hY }vpZ +
z∑
f=1
D
(vf )
[hX,hY }vpZ, (18)
D
(vf )
[X D
(h)
Y }vpZ = R(vfX, hY )vpZ +
z∑
q=1
D
(vq)
[vfX,hY }
vpZ +
z∑
q=1
D
(vq)
[vfX,hY }
vpZ,
D
(vq)
[X D
(vf )
Y } vpZ = R(vqX, vfY )vpZ +
z∑
s=1
D
(vs)
[vfX,vfY }
vpZ.
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Putting X = XI(u) δ
δxI
+X<A>(u) δ
∂y<A>
and taking into account the local form
of the h- and v-covariant s-derivatives and (9),(10),(12),(13) we can express
respectively identities (17) and (18) in this form:
X<A>|K|L − (−)
|KL|X<A>|L|K =
R<B>
<A>
KLX
<B> − THKLX
<A>
|H − R
<B>
KLX
<A>
⊥<B>,
XI |K⊥<D> − (−)
|K<D>|XI⊥<D>|K =
P ·IH·K<D>X
H − CHK<D>X
I
|H − P
<A>
K<D>X
I
⊥<A>,
XI⊥<B>⊥<C> − (−)
|<B><C>|XI⊥<C>⊥<B> =
S ·IH·<B><C>X
H − S<A><B><C>X
I
⊥<A>
and
X<A>|K|L − (−)
|KL|X<A>|L|K =
R<B>
<A>
KLX
<B> − THKLX
<A>
|H − R
<B>
KLX
<A>
⊥<B>,
X<A>|K⊥<B> − (−)
|<B>K|X<A>⊥<B>|K =
P<B>
<A>
KCX
C − CHK<B>X
<A>
|H − P
<D>
K<B>X
<A>
⊥<D>,
X<A>⊥<B>⊥<C> − (−)
|<C><B>|X<A>⊥<C>⊥<B> =
S<D>
<A>
<B><C>X
<D> − S<D><B><C>X
<A>
⊥<D>.
We note that the above presented formulas generalize for higher order anisotropy
the similar ones for locally anisotropic superspaces [28].
6 Cartan Structure Equations in DVS–Bund-
les
Let consider a ds-tensor field on E˜<z>:
t = tI<A>δI⊗δ
<A>.
The d-connection 1-forms ωIJ and ω˜
<A>
<B> are introduced as
Dt = (DtI<A>)δI⊗δ
<A>
with
DtI<A> = dt
I
<A> + ω
I
Jt
J
<A> − ω˜
<B>
<A>t
I
<B> = t
I
<A>|Jdx
J + tI<A>⊥<B>δy
<B>.
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For the d-connection 1-forms of a d-connection D on E˜<z> defined by ωIJ and
ω˜<A><B> one holds the following structure equations:
d(dI)− dH ∧ ωIH = −Ω, d(δ
<A>)− δ<B> ∧ ω˜<A><B> = −Ω˜
<A>,
dωIJ − ω
H
J ∧ ω
I
H = −Ω
I
J , dω˜
<A>
<B> − ω˜
<C>
<B> ∧ ω˜
<A>
<C> = −Ω˜
<A>
<B>,
in which the torsion 2-forms ΩI and Ω˜<A> are given respectively by formulas:
ΩI =
1
2
T IJKd
J ∧ dK +
1
2
CIJ<C>d
J ∧ δ<C>,
Ω˜<A> =
1
2
R<A>JKd
J∧dK+
1
2
P<A>J<C>d
J∧δ<C>+
1
2
S<A><B><C>δ
<B>∧δ<C>,
and
ΩIJ =
1
2
RJ
I
KHd
K ∧ dH +
1
2
P ·IJ ·K<C>d
K ∧ δ<C> +
1
2
S ·IJ ·K<C>δ
<B> ∧ δ<C>,
Ω˜<A><B> =
1
2
R·<A><B>·KHd
K ∧ dH+
1
2
P<B>
<A>
K<C>d
K ∧ δ<C> +
1
2
S<B>
<A>
<C><D>δ
<C> ∧ δ<D>.
We have defined the exterior product on s-space as to satisfy the property
δ<α> ∧ δ<β> = −(−)|<α><β>|δ<β> ∧ δ<α>.
7 Metrics in DVS–Bundles
The base M˜ of dvs-bundle E˜<z>is considered to be a connected and paracompact
s-manifold.
A metric structure on the total space E˜<z> of a dvs-bundle E˜<z>is a super-
symmetric, second order, covariant s-tensor field
G = G<α><β>∂
<α> ⊗ ∂<β>
which in every point u ∈ E˜<z> is given by nondegenerate supersymmetric matrix
G<α><β> = G(∂<α>, ∂<β>) (with nonvanishing superdeterminant, sdetG 6=
0).
The metric and N-connection structures on E˜<z> are compatible if there are
satisfied conditions:
G(δI , ∂<A>) = 0, G(δAf , ∂Ap) = 0, z ≥ p > f ≥ 1,
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or, in consequence,
GI<A> −N
<B>
I h<A><B> = 0, GAfAp −N
Bp
Af
hApBp = 0, (19)
where
GI<A> = G(∂I , ∂<A>), GAfAp = G(∂Af , ∂Ap).
From (42) one follows
N<B>I = h
<B><A>GI<A>, N
Ap
Af
= hApBpGAfBp , ...,
where matrices h<A><B>, hApBp, ... are respectively s–inverse to matrices
h<A><B> = G(∂<A>, ∂<B>), hApBp = G(∂Ap, ∂Bp).
So, in this case, the coefficients of N-connection are uniquely determined by the
components of the metric on E˜<z>.
A compatible with N–connection metric on E˜<z> is written in irreducible
form as
G(X, Y ) = G(hX, hY ) +G(v1X, v1Y ) + ... +G(vzX, vzY ), X, Y ∈ Ξ(E˜
<z>),
and looks locally as
G = gαβ(u)δ
α ⊗ δβ = gIJd
I ⊗ dJ + h<A><B>δ
<A> ⊗ δ<B> =
gIJd
I ⊗ dJ + hA1B1δ
A1 ⊗ δB1 + hA2B2δ
A2 ⊗ δB2 + ...+ hAzBzδ
Az ⊗ δBz . (20)
A d-connection D on E˜<z> is metric, or compatible with metric G, if condi-
tions
D<α>G<β><γ> = 0
are satisfied.
A d-connection D on E˜<z> provided with a metric G is a metric d-connection
if and only if
D
(h)
X (hG) = 0, D
(h)
X (vpG) = 0, D
(vp)
X (hG) = 0, D
(vf )
X (vpG) = 0 (21)
for every , f, p = 1, 2, ..., z, and X ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>). Conditions (21) are written in
locally adapted form as
gIJ |K = 0, gIJ⊥<A> = 0, h<A><B>|K = 0, h<A><B>⊥<C> = 0.
In every dvs–bundle provided with compatible N–connection and metric
structures one exists a metric d-connection (called the canonical d-connection
associated to G) depending only on components of G-metric and N-connection.
Its local coefficients CΓ = (L`IJK , L`
<A>
<B>K , C`
I
J<C>, C`
<A>
<B><C>) are as follows:
L`IJK =
1
2
gIH(δKgHJ + δJgHK − δHgJK), (22)
L`<A><B>K = δ<B>N
<A>
K +
1
2
h<A><C>[δ<K>h<B><C> − (δ<B>N
<D>
K )h<D˙><C>−(δ<C>N
<D>
K )h<D˙><B>],
C`IJ<C> =
1
2
gIKδ<C>gJK ,
C`<A><B><C> =
1
2
h<A><D>(δ<C>h<D><B> + δ<B>h<D><C> − δ<D>h<B><C>.
We emphasize that, in general, the torsion of CΓ–connection (22) does not
vanish.
It should be noted here that on dvs-bundles provided with N-connection and
d-connection and metric really it is defined a multiconnection ds-structure, i.e.
we can use in an equivalent geometric manner different types of d- connections
with various properties. For example, for modeling of some physical processes
we can use an extension of the Berwald d–connection
BΓ = (LIJK , δ<B>N
<A>
K , 0, C
<A>
<B><C>), (23)
where LI JK = L`
I
JK and C
<A>
<B><C> = C`
<A>
<B><C>, which is hv-metric, i.e.
satisfies conditions:
D
(h)
X hG = 0, ..., D
(vp)
X vpG = 0, ..., D
(vz)
X vzG = 0
for every X ∈ Ξ(E˜<z>), or in locally adapted coordinates,
gIJ |K = 0, h<A><B>⊥<C> = 0.
As well we can introduce the Levi-Civita connection
{
< α >
< β ><γ >
} =
1
2
G<α><β>(∂<β>G<τ><γ> + ∂<γ>G<τ><β> − ∂<τ>G<β><γ>),
constructed as in the Riemann geometry from components of metric G<α><β>
by using partial derivations ∂<α> =
∂
∂u<α>
= ( ∂
∂xI
, ∂
∂y<A>
), which is metric but
not a d-connection.
In our further considerations we shall largely use the Christoffel d–symbols
defined similarly as components of Levi-Civita connection but by using la-partial
derivations,
Γ˜<α><β><γ> =
1
2
G<α><τ>(δ<β>G<τ><γ> + δ<γ>G<τ><β> − δ<τ>G<β><γ>), (24)
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having components
CΓ˜ = (LIJK , 0, 0, C
<A>
<B><C>),
where coefficients LI JK and C
<A>
<B><C> must be computed as in formulas
(20).
We can express arbitrary d-connection as a deformation of the background
d-connection (23):
Γ<α><β><γ> = Γ˜
<α>
·<β><γ> + P
<α>
<β><γ>, (25)
where P<α><β><γ> is called the deformation ds-tensor. Putting splitting (25)
into (19) and (23) we can express torsion T<α><β><γ> and curvature
R<β>
<α>
<γ><δ>
of a d-connection Γ<α><β><γ> as respective deformations of
torsion T˜<α><β><γ> and torsion R˜
·<α>
<β>·<γ><δ> for connection Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> :
T<α><β><γ> = T˜
<α>
·<β><γ> + T¨
<α>
·<β><γ>
and
R<β>
<α>
<γ><δ>
= R˜·<α><β>·<γ><δ> + R¨
·<α>
<β>·<γ><δ>,
where
T˜<α><β><γ> = Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)
|<β><γ>|Γ˜<α><γ><β> + w
<α>
<γ><δ>,
T¨<α><β><γ> = Γ¨
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)
|<β><γ>|Γ¨<α><γ><β>,
and
R˜·<α><β>·<γ><δ> = δ<δ>Γ˜
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)
|<γ><δ>|δ<γ>Γ˜
<α>
<β><δ>+
Γ˜<ϕ><β><γ>Γ˜
<α>
<ϕ><δ> − (−)
|<γ><δ>|Γ˜<ϕ><β><δ>Γ˜
<α>
<ϕ><γ> + Γ˜
<α>
<β><ϕ>w
<ϕ>
<γ><δ>,
R¨·<α><β>·<γ><δ> = D˜<δ>P
<α>
<β><γ> − (−)
|<γ><δ>|D˜<γ>P
<α>
<β><δ>+
P<ϕ><β><γ>P
<α>
<ϕ><δ> − (−)
|<γ><δ>|P<ϕ><β><δ>P
<α>
<ϕ><γ>
+P<α><β><ϕ>w
<ϕ>
<γ><δ>,
the nonholonomy coefficients w<α><β><γ> are defined as
[δ<α>, δ<β>} = δ<α>δ<β> − (−)
|<α><β>|δ<β>δ<α> = w
<τ>
<α><β>δ<τ>.
We emphasize that if from geometric point of view all considered d–con-
nections are ”equal in rights”, the construction of physical models on la-spaces
requires an explicit fixing of the type of d–connection and metric structures.
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8 Higher Order Tangent S–Bundles
The aim of this section is to present a study of supersymmetric extensions
from M˜ to TM˜ and Osc(z)M˜ and to consider corresponding prolongations of
Riemann and generalized Finsler structures (on classical and new approaches to
Finsler geometry, its generalizations and applications in physics se, for example,
[13, 10, 25, 19, 20, 3, 4, 18, 22, 1, 2, 7, 6]).
The presented in the previous sections basic results on dvs-bundles E˜<z>
provided with N-connection, d-connection and metric structures can be corre-
spondingly adapted to the osculator s–bundle
(
OsczM˜, pi, M˜
)
. In this case the
dimension of the base space and typical higher orders fibre coincides and we
shall not distinguish indices of geometrical objects.
Coefficients of a d–connectionDΓ(N) = (LIJM , C
I
(1)JM , ..., C
I
(z)JM) inOsc
zM˜,
with respect to a la–base are introduced as to satisfy equations
D δ
δxI
δ
δyI(f)
= LMIJ
δ
δyM(f)
, D δ
δyJ
(p)
δ
δyI(f)
= CM(p)IJ
δ
δyM(f)
, (26)
(f = 0, 1, ..., z; p = 1, ..., z, and yI(0) = x
I).
A metric structure on OsczM˜ is ds-tensor s–symmetric field gIJ(u(z)) =
gIJ(x, y(1), y(2), ..., y(z)) of type (0, 2), srank|gij| = (n,m). The N–lift of Sasaki
type of gIJ is given by (see (20)) defines a global Riemannian s–structure (if M˜
is a s–differentiable, paracompact s-manifold):
G = gIJ(u(z))dx
I ⊗dxJ +gIJ(u(z))dy
I
(1)⊗dy
J
(1)+ ...+gIJ (u(z))dy
I
(z)⊗dy
J
(z). (27)
The condition of compatibility of a d–connection (26) with metric (27) is ex-
pressed as
DXG = 0, ∀X ∈ Ξ(Osc
zM˜),
or, by using d–covariant partial derivations |(p) defined by coefficients
(LIJM , C
I
(1)JM , ..., C
I
(z)JM),
gIJ |M=0, gIJ |(p)M = 0, (p = 1, ..., z).
An example of compatible with metric d–connection is given by Christoffel d-
symbols (see (24)):
LMIJ =
1
2
gMK
(
δgKJ
∂xI
+
δgIK
∂xJ
−
δgIJ
∂xK
)
,
CM(p)IJ =
1
2
gMK
δgKJ
∂yI(p)
+
δgIK
∂yJ(p)
−
δgIJ
∂yK(p)
 ; p = 1, 2, ..., z.
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9 Supersymmetric Extensions of Finsler Spa-
ces
We start our considerations with the ts-bundle TM˜. An s-vector X ∈ Ξ(TM˜)
is decomposed with respect to la–bundles as
X = X(u)IδI + Y (u)
I∂I ,
where u = uα = (xI , yJ) local coordinates. The s–tangent structures (6) are
transformed into a global map
J : Ξ(TM˜)→ Ξ(TM˜)
which does not depend on N-connection structure:
J(
δ
δxI
) =
∂
∂yI
and
J(
∂
∂yI
) = 0.
This endomorphism is called the natural (or canonical) almost tangent structure
on TM˜ ; it has the properties:
1)J2 = 0, 2)ImJ = KerJ = V TM˜
and 3) the Nigenhuis s-tensor,
NJ(X, Y ) = [JX, JY } − J [JX, Y } − J [X, JY ]
(X, Y ∈ Ξ(TN))
identically vanishes, i.e. the natural almost tangent structure J on TM˜ is
integrable.
A generalized Lagrange superspace, GLS– space, is a pair
GLn,m = (M˜, gIJ(x, y)), where gIJ(x, y) is a ds– tensor field on
˜TM˜ = TM˜ − {0}, s–symmetric of superrank (n,m).
We call gIJ as the fundamental ds-tensor, or metric ds-tensor, of GLS-space.
There exists an unique d-connection CΓ(N) which is compatible with gIJ(u)
and has vanishing torsions T IJK and S
I
JK (see formulas (26) rewritten for ts-
bundles). This connection, depending only on gIJ(u) and N
I
J (u) is called the
canonical metric d-connection of GLS-space. It has coefficients
LIJK =
1
2
gIH(δJgHK + δHgJK − δHgJK),
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CIJK =
1
2
gIH(∂JgHK + ∂HgJK − ∂HgJK).
There is a unique normal d-connection DΓ(N) = (L¯I·JK , C¯
I
·JK) which is metric
and has a priori given torsions T IJK and S
I
JK . The coefficients of DΓ(N) are
the following ones:
L¯I·JK = L
I
JK −
1
2
gIH(gJRT
R
HK + gKRT
R
HJ − gHRT
R
KJ),
C¯I·JK = C
I
JK −
1
2
gIH(gJRS
R
HK + gKRS
R
HJ − gHRS
R
KJ),
where LIJK and C
I
JK are the same as for the CΓ(N)–connection (26).
The Lagrange spaces were introduced [14] in order to geometrize the concept
of Lagrangian in mechanics (the Lagrange geometry is studied in details in
[19, 20]). For s-spaces we present this generalization:
A Lagrange s-space, LS-space, Ln,m = (M˜, gIJ), is defined as a particular
case of GLS-space when the ds-metric on M˜ can be expressed as
gIJ(u) =
1
2
∂2L
∂yI∂yJ
, (28)
where L : TM˜ → Λ, is a s-differentiable function called a s-Lagrangian on M˜.
Now we consider the supersymmetric extension of the Finsler space:
A Finsler s-metric on M˜ is a function FS : TM˜ → Λ having the properties:
1. The restriction of FS to
˜TM˜ = TM˜ \ {0} is of the class G∞ and F is only
supersmooth on the image of the null cross–section in the ts-bundle to M˜.
2. The restriction of F to ˜TM˜ is positively homogeneous of degree 1 with
respect to (yI), i.e. F (x, λy) = λF (x, y), where λ is a real positive number.
3. The restriction of F to the even subspace of ˜TM˜ is a positive function.
4. The quadratic form on Λn,m with the coefficients
gIJ(u) =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yI∂yJ
defined on ˜TM˜ is nondegenerate.
A pair F n,m = (M˜, F ) which consists from a supersmooth s-manifold M˜ and
a Finsler s-metric is called a Finsler superspace, FS-space.
It’s obvious that FS-spaces form a particular class of LS-spaces with s-
Lagrangian L = F 2 and a particular class of GLS-spaces with metrics of type
(28).
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For a FS-space we can introduce the supersymmetric variant of nonlinear
Cartan connection [10, 25] :
N IJ (x, y) =
∂
∂yJ
G∗I ,
where
G∗I =
1
4
g∗IJ(
∂2ε
∂yI∂xK
yK −
∂ε
∂xJ
), ε(u) = gIJ(u)y
IyJ ,
and g∗IJ is inverse to g∗IJ(u) =
1
2
∂2ε
∂yI∂yJ
. In this case the coefficients of canonical
metric d-connection (26) gives the supersymmetric variants of coefficients of the
Cartan connection of Finsler spaces. A similar remark applies to the Lagrange
superspaces.
10 Higher Order Prolongations of Finsler and
Lagrange S–Spaces
The geometric constructions on TM˜ from the previous subsection have corre-
sponding generalizations to the Osc(z)M˜ s–bundle. The basic idea is similar to
that used for prolongations of geometric structures (see [23] for prolongations
on tangent bundle). Having defined a metric structure gIJ(x) on a s-manifold
M˜ we can extend it to the OsczM˜ s–bundle by considering gIJ(u(z)) = gIJ(x)
in (27). R. Miron and Gh. Atanasiu [21] solved the problem of prolongations of
Finsler and Lagrange structures on osculator bundle. In this subsection we shall
analyze supersymmetric extensions of Finsler and Lagrange structures as well
present a brief introduction into geometry of higher order Lagrange s-spaces.
Let F n,m = (M˜, F ) be a FS–space with the fundamental function FS :
TM˜ → Λ on M˜. A prolongation of F on OsczM˜ is given by a map
(F ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = F (u(1))
and corresponding fundamental tensor
gIJ(u(1)) =
1
2
∂2F 2
∂yI(1)∂y
J
(1)
,
for which
(gIJ ◦ pi
z
1)(u(z)) = gIJ(u(1)).
So, gIJ(u(1)) is a ds–tensor on˜
OskzM˜ = OsczM˜/{0} = {(u(z)) ∈ Osc
zM˜, srank|yI(1)| = 1}.
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The Christoffel symbols
γMIJ(u
(1)) =
1
2
gMK(u(1))(
∂gKI(u(1))
∂xJ
+
∂gJK(u(1))
∂xI
−
∂gIJ(u(1))
∂xK
)
define the Cartan nonlinear connection [9]:
GI(N)J =
1
2
∂
∂yJ(1)
(γIKMy
K
(1)y
M
(1)). (29)
The dual coefficients for the N-connection (see formulas (5)) are recurrently
computed by using (29) and operator
Γ = yI(1)
∂
∂xI
+ 2 yI(2)
∂
∂yI(1)
+ ... + z yI(z)
∂
∂yI(z−1)
,
M I(1)J = G
I
(N)J ,
M I(2)J =
1
2
[ΓGI(N)J +G
I
(N)KM
K
(1)J ],
..............
M I(z)J =
1
z
[ΓM I(z−1)J +G
I
(N)KM
K
(z−1)J ].
The prolongations of FS–spaces can be generalized for Lagrange s–spaces
(on Lagrange spaces and theirs higher order extensions see [19, 20, 21] and on
supersymmetric extensions of Finsler geometry see [28]). Let Ln,m = (M˜, gIJ)
be a Lagrange s–space. The Lagrangian L : TM˜ → Λ can be extended on
OsczM˜ by using maps of the Lagrangian, (L ◦ piz1)(u(z)) = L
(
u(1)
)
, and, as a
consequence, of the fundamental tensor (28), (gIJ ◦ pi
z
1)(u(z)) = gIJ
(
u(1)
)
.
We introduce the notion of Lagrangian of z–order on a differentiable s–
manifold M˜ as a map Lz : OsczM˜ → Λ. In order to have concordance with
the definitions proposed by [21] we require the even part of the fundamental
ds–tensor to be of constant signature. Here we also note that questions to
considered in this subsection, being an supersymmetric approach, are connected
with the problem of elaboration of the so–called higher order analytic mechanics
(see, for instance, [12, 17, 16, 26]).
A Lagrangian s–differentiable of order z (z = 1, 2, 3, ...) on s-differentiable
s–manifold M˜ is an application L(z) : OsczM˜ → Λ, s–differentiable on
˜
OskzM˜
and smooth in the points of OsczM˜ where yI(1) = 0.
It is obvious that
gIJ(x, y(1), ..., y(z)) =
1
2
∂2L(z)
∂yI(z)∂y
J
(z)
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is a ds–tensor field because with respect to coordinate transforms (1) one holds
transforms
KI
′
I K
J ′
J gI′J ′ = gIJ.
A Lagrangian L is regular if srank|gIJ | = (n,m).
A Lagrange s–space of z–order is a pair L(z,n,m) = (M˜, L(z)), where L(z) is a
s–differentiable regular Lagrangian of z–order, and with ds–tensor gIJ being of
constant signature on the even part of the basic s–manifold.
For details on nonsupersymmetric osculator bundles see [21].
11 Conclusions and Discussion
In the present work we focused on the definition and calculation of basic geo-
metric structures on superspaces with higher order generic anisotropy. In the
framework of such spaces it seems more convenient to touch on the problem of
formulation of higher dimensional and locally anisotropic classical and quantum
field theories. It should be noted here that the general approach of modeling
of locally anisotropic geometries (Finsler, Lagrange and various higher order
extensions and prolongations; we are very much inspired by R. Miron, M. Anas-
tasiei and G. Atanasiu works [19, 20, 21]) made apparent the possibility and
manner of formulation of physical theories by adapting geometric and physical
constructions to the N–connection structure. Former considerations based on
straightforward applications of Finsler spaces are characterized by cumbersome
tensorial calculations and different ambiguities in physical interpretation. In
our case we are dealing with a standard (super)bundle technique which allow
us a geometric study being very similar to that for supersymmetic extensions
of Einstein–Cartan spaces with torsion but additionally provided with a N–
connection structure. From the viewpoint of modern Kaluza–Klain theories the
N–connection can be considered as a ”reduction” field from higher dimensions
to lower dimensional ones. Higher order anisotropies can be treated in this case
as relic interactions and (classic or quantum) fluctuations from higher dimen-
sions. This is a matter of our further investigations (see also our previous works
[27, 28, 30]).
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